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Innovations in digital technologies have catalyzed significant transformations of teaching
and learning. Searching static webpages has evolved into dynamic online social
networking and user generated content, and more recently interaction with intelligent
services. The distinguishing features are embodied in the keywords—search, social,
and smart. While search engines maintain a pivotal role in the web, social media now
rivals them for dominance. The current era of smart technologies, based around big
data and artificial intelligence, further extends the frontier of possibilities. With transition
to the “world of smart” in mind, we explore ways in which the natural human ability of
questioning might be scaffolded and developed. Digital environments provide diverse
opportunities to construct learning in ways that bring life inside and outside school
closer together. They open-up new horizons for learners to engage in a curious dialogue
with experience. Yet the answer driven paradigm of “search” abbreviates much of the
scope for questioning embedded in the expression and growth of curiosity. In this
paper, we describe a set of generic generative questions that has the potential to
transform questioning in digital environments. In so doing, a conceptual analysis of
how learners’ questioning might be scaffolded is presented. Applicable to all areas
of learning, these questions promote imaginative thinking and deep understanding
on which knowledge building and creation is predicated. Question driven dialogues
generate critical and creative thinking, and thereby help to enact current mandates for
creativity and knowledge building. The conformity emanating from the Global Education
Reform Movement is anomalous with prescriptive curriculum texts and standardized
tests emphasizing answers, not questions. Clever use of digital environments has the
potential to catalyze a shift toward a questions-based approach to teaching and learning.
Keywords: generative, questions, inquiry, pedagogy, smart, scaffolding, curious learning, curriculum

CHALLENGING POSSIBILITIES
Transition to the “world of smart” opens-up an array of possibilities for learners to engage
in differentiated and personalized programs (Bray and McClaskey, 2017). Opportunities for
multimodal learning (Moreno and Mayer, 2007; Nair, 2018) and collaboration create much scope
for learners to express their talents and multiple intelligences (Gardner, 1983; Perveen, 2018). Yet
much of the discourse remains answer driven, as distinct from question driven.
The diverse means for teaching and learning together with the scope for connectivity afforded
by digital technologies has significant implications for curriculum and school practices. The
interaction may include experts and organizations in the real-world outside school as well as
communities of learners cooperating around shared projects and tasks within school settings.
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in specific contexts and for particular purposes. The dialogue
required among learners and teachers helps to ensure the
“consequent questions” identified are capable of investigation
and reflect the thinking and mind-sets of those involved
(Eris, 2003; Mason, 2014c, p. 12). The process becomes
mature when learners explore questions they have formulated
(Klanlari et al., 2017).
In the process learners ask “sense-making” questions (Mason,
2012, 2014a) which help them develop plausible images that
reflect their thinking and inform how best to proceed. When
these images are clear, inquiries become purposeful, which raises
the possibility that formulation of “consequent questions” is a
multi-faceted process of sense-making questions, development
questions and culminating questions. Negotiation of “consequent
questions” is integral to inquiries that focus on the “why”
dimension in learning (Mason, 2014b; Khan and Mason, 2015).
Maybe processes for devising these questions may need to
be modeled, and perhaps taught (Graesser and Person, 1994;
Graesser et al., 2010). Yet where a culture of curiosity and
diversity are hallmarks, generative questions may be sufficient
(Sullins et al., 2018).
Figure 2 also identifies some “curious relations,” or areas of
deep understanding, inherent within each of the GGQs. These
are scalable to different levels of learning either to meet the
requirements in extant curriculums and courses, or to address
the needs and interests of learners, or to take advantage of
the potential smart technologies have to enhance learning.
The term “curious relations” signifies their problematic nature
as well as their continuing sophistication with experience.
Learning designed and built around them emphasizes conceptual
understanding and application (Erickson, 2012). Accent on these
relations might moderate overemphasis on facts and answers as
well as alleviate some of the overcrowding in education programs.
GGQs together with the “curious relations” associated with
them could provide a useful means of scaffolding learning and
structuring digital environments aimed at building and creating
knowledge (Mason, 2011); and thereby, help teachers and
learners progress their learning from novice to expert (HmeloSilver et al., 2007; Belland, 2017). The examples that follow
illustrate the potential of GGQs to direct and shape studies. ∗ Each
study could be pitched around the detailed advice set out in
curriculum statements at system or school levels for particular
years of schooling.
Example 1. A study focusing on being literate in multimedia
styles and options.

Ethical and safe use of online digital resources and social
networking platforms also has the potential to give expression
to—“Pupil voice” (Rudduck, 2004).
The paradox is the rise of standardized approaches to
schooling around the world (Sahlberg, 2015) which has led to
tightly regulated curriculum reform often linked to standardized
testing. Many teachers feel constrained and teach to the tests
(Popham, 2001). In this context, answers, not questions, are
rewarded with mistakes regarded as a mark of failure. The
conformity is anomalous when juxtaposed against the need for
creativity and imagination in a world of rapid change (UNESCO,
2015). Indeed, it has been frequently argued that education today
is going in the opposite direction to what is required (Robinson,
2010, 2011; Thomas and Brown, 2011; Spector, 2017; PendletonJullian et al., 2018).
If learning involves a curious dialogue with experience (Freire,
1970), exploring questions provokes possibility (Freestone,
2016). The challenge is for asking questions to become a central
part of inquiries (Corley and Rauscher, 2013). Yet the questions
teachers ask reflect schema in their minds, colored by what is set
out in prescriptive curriculum texts. They tend to persist with
the same question, or variations of it, until they receive answers
that match their expectations (Guan Eng Ho, 2005). They also
ask questions much more frequently than learners, repeatedly
answering their own questions before learners have had time
to construct answers (Cotton, 1998). Yet learners’ questions are
a resource that reflects and shapes their learning (Chin and
Osborne, 2008; Rothstein and Santana, 2011).
Questions reflect a dialogue between critical and creative
thinking (Figure 1). Tension between them generates
understanding, cleverness and inventiveness, especially when
explored through collaborative means (Bogler, 2018). The
“connections” generated by questions mirror mental imaging
that enact one’s emerging thoughts (Brogaard and Gatzia,
2017). The imaging may be formulated and expressed in
words, symbols, sounds, and visual pictures, or multimedia
combinations of them (Paivio, 1986). These thoughts are often
expressed by metaphorical means (Ricoeur, 1978; Lakoff, 1993)
which include—narratives, similes, analogies, hypotheses,
and metaphors.
At a moment in time numerous connections might come
together to form a “concatenate of sense”—a unity of ordered
and disordered thoughts (McGill and Parry, 1948)—only to be
dissolved or consumed into something else or completely rethought as new possibilities are revealed. Brain-based research
indicates that different “concatenates of sense” would likely be
networked and interact in dynamic ways across the template of
human consciousness (Sporns, 2010; Barrett and Satpute, 2013).

GENERATIVE QUESTIONS

If the GGQs selected were—What is it like? and Who might be
responsible?—a “consequent question” might be—In what ways
might the practices of advertisers be controlled? Subject-matters
for inquiry might include investigation of the structure and
appropriateness of the language used in print and visual media.

The generic generative questions (GGQs) in Figure 2 can
shape thinking as well as energize synthesis between different
“concatenates of sense.” The set, applicable to all fields of
knowledge and experience, is an extension of those identified
in the IBO (2000). Yet they remain abstractions until asked

If the GGQs were—What is the ethical reasoning? and Why is
it like it is?—a “consequent question” might be—In what ways
are the ideas and information in this or that media production
authentic and reliable? Subject-matters for inquiry might include
investigation of the visual imagery and language used in a
documentary or a TV program or different News items.

Frontiers in Education | www.frontiersin.org
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FIGURE 1 | Questions to connections. Reproduced with permission from Freestone (2007).

FIGURE 2 | Generic generative questions. Reproduced with permission from Freestone (2018).
∗ For

and dislikes from food preferences to media programs to
physical activities.

instance, what is said in the Australian Curriculum
(ACARA) for year 6 around—persuasive language and engaging
with texts.

If the GGQs were—How is it connected to other things?
and What is it like?—a “consequent question” might be—In
what ways can the graphing of percentage values influence the
impression given in terms of relative proportions and ratios?
Subject-matters for inquiry might include investigation into how
percentage, proportion and ratio are presented in everyday life
and technical reports.

Example 2. A study focusing on being numerate in percentage
and its applications.
If the GGQs selected were—How does it work? and How
is it changing?—a “consequent question” might be—In
what ways can percentage values be computed and applied?
Subject-matters for inquiry might include determining likes

Frontiers in Education | www.frontiersin.org

∗ For instance, what is said in the Australian Curriculum (ACARA)

for year 6 around—ratio and rate, and data representation.
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Example 3. A study focusing on personal and community health.

They represent means and ends for learning. They fulfill a similar
function to generative topics and understanding goals which are
central to a given discipline or subject area (Perkins and Blythe,
1994; Blythe, 1998). The difference is that the GGQs come from
a pedagogical perspective of thinking and questioning more than
from an epistemological one. Experience in schools has shown
that selection of two GGQs for any given study is optimum, more
becomes unmanageable and dilutes clarity of purpose.
In recent times, increased emphasis has been placed on
knowledge building and knowledge creation being a collaborative
process of inquiry (Hmelo-Silver Rutgers and Barrows, 2008;
Bereiter and Scardamalia, 2014; Gutiérrez-Braojos et al.,
2019). The shift has been toward knowledge construction,
as distinct from knowledge assimilation and transmission.
Integral to this process is the development of communities
of learners characterized by shared endeavors and much
social learning (Vygotsky, 1978; DuFour, 2004; Wenger, 2010;
Watanabe-Crocket, 2019).
Calls to develop “twenty-first century” skills go back two
decades, and a variety of frameworks to describe them
have evolved over this period (Galbreath, 1999; Stuart and
Dahm, 1999; Dede, 2010; Griffin and Care, 2014). In the
past, the conversation created a sense of mission, now it
has morphed into finding teaching and learning strategies to
develop them (Boss, 2019). GGQs represent both means and
ends for developing life-long capabilities embodied in critical
and creative thinking, problem-solving and innovation, social
interaction and collaboration, and ethical reasoning (Beetham
and Sharpe, 2007). They provide a unity of intention while
maintaining diversity in learners’ inquiries. In so doing they
enable diverse inquiry tasks to be distributed to individual
learners and groups of learners within school settings (Jarvela
et al., 2008), and maybe through Massive Open Online
Courses (MOOCs).
Discussions among learners when posing GGQs would
likely be mirrored in the sophistication with which “consequent
questions” are framed. The sense-making inherent in this
process informs learners on how best to conduct their
inquiries and the kinds of digital resources they could
use. Opportunities to make choices like these corresponds
well with decision-making that is part of life and work
in the complex world outside school (Resnick, 1987;
Dintersmith, 2018).
The relative sophistication of “consequent questions” can
be assessed based on principles synthesized from the SOLO
(Structure of Observed Learning Outcomes) taxonomy (Biggs
and Collis, 1982). That is, do these questions stimulate:

If the GGQs selected were—Why is it like it is? and What
might innovation add?—a “consequent question” might be—In
what ways can people act to improve and maintain their health?
Subject-matters for inquiry might include investigating sports
developments, well-being and good dietary practices.
If the GGQs were—How is it connected to other things? and
What is the role of place here?—a “consequent question” might
be—In what ways do cultural, geographical and lifestyle issues
affect personal and community health? Subject-matters for inquiry
might include investigation around health issues and problems in
different situations, places, and countries.
∗ For instance, what is said in the Australian Curriculum (ACARA)

for year 6 around—questions and prediction and the influence
of science (Australian Curriculum Assessment and Reporting
Authority (ACARA), 2015a)

Example 4. A study focusing on being knowledgeable about
historical perspectives.
If the GGQs selected were—How is it connected to other things?
and What is the role of place here?—a “consequent question”
might be—In what ways can we pattern trends and events in
Australia over the last two hundred and fifty years? Subject-matters
for inquiry might include exploration of cultural traditions and
practices among migrants and Aboriginal peoples.
If the GGQs were—How is it changing? and How is the thinking
evolving?—a “consequent question” might be—In what ways
have social practices been evolving in different countries over the
last hundred years? Subject-matters for inquiry might include
investigation how social habits, practices and entertainment
choices affect our lives today and those of people in the past.
∗ For

instance, what is said in the Australian Curriculum
(ACARA) for year 6 around—history questions and research, and
research skills.

Example 5. A study on being expressive with the aid of
digital technologies.
If the GGQs selected were—How is aesthetic sense manifest? and
How is thinking evolving?—a “consequent question” might be—
In what ways can designs and images be presented online for
different audiences? Subject-matters for inquiry might include
selecting and using digital tools to create visual images, graphical
representations, and animations that convey specific messages.
If the GGQs were—Where is the ethical reasoning? and
What might innovation add?—a “consequent question” might
be—In what ways might the development and use of smart
technologies affect our lives, now and in the future? Subject-matters
for inquiry could include investigation of how technological
advances in mobile phones affect interactions among people
and communities.

• Making observations—where a few aspects are observed
without any links or associations between them
• Seeking explanations—where many relevant aspects are
identified with limited associations between them
• Pursuing interrelationships—where different aspects and their
dynamics are interrelated or clustered together
• Formulating extrapolations—where aspects and their
dynamics are patterned and generalized to different contexts.

∗ For instance, what is said in the Australian Curriculum (ACARA)

for year 6 around—creating literature and research skills.

In contrast to the categorizations in Blooms taxonomy (Bloom
et al., 1956), or variations of it (Anderson and Krathwohl, 2001),

GGQs are analogous to “inquiry throughlines” in that they
enhance learning by adding purpose and direction to studies.
Frontiers in Education | www.frontiersin.org
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SOLO digs into how learners are learning as revealed through
their performance (DeWitt, 2014).

SMART PROSPECTS
The capacity of digital tools and resources to give expression to
learners’ creativity and imagination is well-established (Ringstaff
and Yocam, 1996; Camarda, 2016; Anshari et al., 2017).
Opportunities for learners to—access ideas and information,
amplify ideas and information, transform ideas, and information,
and share ideas and information are enhanced (Dwyer, 1994;
Freestone, 1997). Yet seldom are digital tools used in schools to
articulate inquiry questions or depict images of inquiry designs
and practices.
While everyday questions such as—what, why, how, where,
when, and who—may be reflected in results learners glean
from queries to Internet search engines, the algorithms are
designed around meta-tagged words and the frequency with
which items of data are accessed. Although plausible answers to
questions like “what can we learn from social media?” are now
emerging, essentially search engines still abbreviate questions and
decompose them into their components such as keywords. Such
decomposition is counter to prolonging inquiry. Other online
resources such as social media, blogging, video-conferencing do
not of themselves relegate questions to casualties in the pursuit
of answers (Burnage and Persaud, 2012). Indeed, the interaction
they afford has the potential to be dialogical and synthetic, and
question driven.
Content-based digital resources like videos, podcasts, and
websites also contribute to the scope and depth of learning. To be
interactive these resources need to give sufficient time for learners
to formulate their own questions (Wachtier et al., 2016). Yet the
flow of issues addressed in many these resources is too fast to
allow this to happen, which reflects an information and answer
driven ethos. The irony is that calls to develop digital software
systems structured in ways that provoke questioning among users
have been incubating for some time.

FIGURE 3 | Frame of reference. Reproduced with permission from Freestone
and Mason (2019), inspired by the Cynefin Framework (Snowden, 2010).

2007). Each domain has a set of activities comprising different
orders and combinations of sense-making, analysis, explanation,
categorization and response.
“Connections” has been placed at the center which is
consistent with the view that questioning and thinking are
concerned with making connections, not necessarily coming up
with answers or decisions. To nuance the model for educational
settings, each domain has a distinguishing form of inquiry; that is,
enabling processes, guided processes, structured processes, and
minimal processes. Disciplines of mind derived from different
fields of knowledge and experience (Gardner, 1991) are part of
the meaning, but not the whole. The tenor of “the action” is
pedagogical as distinct from epistemological.
The relative prominence of each domain in an inquiry varies.
For instance, the “simple domain” might be in focus if the
subject-matter is required to be understood with appropriate
skills developed. At the other end of the spectrum, the
“chaotic domain” might be superordinate when learners are
engaged in uninhibited self-directed challenges. No inquiry is
exclusively one or the other, the issue is one of priority in
relation the questions posed and the subject-matters under
investigation. Balance between the domains might be a
key issue for developers of smart digital environments and
learning resources.
Figure 4 indicates how GGQs might become embedded
in learning programs, resources and activities. Each of the
interrelated considerations is equally important; one being
mutually supportive of the others. Their enactment is iterative,
not lock-step. Clarity of—intention, knowledge, structure and
action—is an essential part of intelligent teaching and learning
through which learners can formulate “concatenates of sense”
and develop deep understanding. Making decisions around each
of them is also a challenge and an opportunity for designers of
smart digital environments and learning resources.
The four considerations represent what teachers and learners
in schools do. They are not shrouded in curriculum abstractions,
informative though some of these might be. Dichotomous
arguments between subject-centered, teacher-centered, and
learner-centered are avoided (Yang and Lin, 2016). Dysfunctional

“We propose reversing the order of things. What if . . . questions
were more important than answers? What if the key to learning
were not the application of techniques but their invention? What
if students were asking questions about things that really mattered
to them?” (Thomas and Brown, 2011).

Development of question driven “smart” software systems
might add to, or maybe replace, current information-based
search engines (European Commission, 2018). If these smart
systems were designed around questions, the thinking and acting
involved in sense-making (Ancona, 2014) might be enriched with
learners oscillating in a seamless way between being consumers
and creators of digital material (Wormell, 2015).
Figure 3 represents a frame of reference for designing and
developing question driven programs, resources and experiences.
The model has four domains—simple which represents “known
knowns,” complicated which represents “known unknowns,”
complex which represents “unknown unknowns,” and chaotic
which signifies over-all uncertainty (Snowden and Boone,

Frontiers in Education | www.frontiersin.org
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FIGURE 4 | Interrelated considerations. Reproduced with permission from Freestone and Mason (2019).

distinctions between process and product models for curriculum
development (Jakes, 2017) and interminable lists of aims and
objectives (Tyler, 1949) which frequently appear as criteria
linked to prescriptions of content, are also side-stepped. In
contrast, these considerations are inclusive of pedagogical
realities involved in, for example, problem-solving studies (Fiore
et al., 2018), negotiated delivery (Boomer, 1992; Nelken et al.,
2013), backward mapping against intentions for learning (Aviles
and Grayson, 2017), and constructing learning around multiple
intelligences (Gardner, 1983).
It is almost axiomatic to say that digital environments
will continue to burgeon with significant impacts on almost
all aspects of life and work in modern societies. The ideas
presented in this paper highlight the need to develop smart
teaching and learning experiences and resources that promote
questioning and thoughtful inquiries. A scenario very different
from information-based systems or superficial activity on social
networking platforms would be created. In so doing, the realities
that follow need to be addressed in sustained ways.

of digital technologies in schools has not yet delivered
the promised improvements of better results at lower
cost” (OECD, 2016).
“The new pedagogies require students to create new knowledge
and connect it to the world by using the power of digital tools”
(Fullan and Langworthy, 2014).
“Professional learning is strongly shaped by the context in which
the teacher practices. This is usually the classroom, which, in
turn, is strongly influenced by the wider school culture and
the community and society in which the school is situated”
(Timperley, 2008).

Scaffolding learning around GGQs—informed by the frame
of reference in Figure 3, and the interrelated considerations
in Figure 4—might help enact calls to improve the
construction and creation knowledge across the gamut of
human experience.

FUTURE RESEARCH
“Analysis of the Program for International Student Assessment
(PISA) 2003 and 2012 data on the effects of ICT on students’
outcomes adds to the sobering picture. The introduction
Frontiers in Education | www.frontiersin.org
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discourse through journals specifically dedicated to this field
(Spector, 2016; Saunders et al., 2017; Kumar, 2018; Martens
et al., 2019; McKenna, 2019). The GGQs described in this
paper might provide a means or a gateway through which
some of this potential might be harnessed. To this end much
research is needed to identify realistic and effective ways GGQs
can become integral to teaching and learning practices. Key
questions include:

Report - Australian Government Department of Education
Training, 2018).
Realistic as well as sustainable interrelationships between
GGQs, digital environments, extant curriculums and emerging
practices might contribute to:
• Questioning among learners becoming a key part of
curriculum implementation, especially developing the skills
and general capabilities inherent in critical and creative
thinking [Australian Curriculum Assessment and Reporting
Authority (ACARA), 2015b].
• Sense-making and the depth of understanding learners
generate from their inquiries.
• Meeting the needs and aspirations of individual learners and
giving their talents scope for development and expression.
• Real-life learning that motivates learners to learn and go on
learning within school settings and in life outside school.
• Ethical development and application of learning resources
including the construction of supportive environments for
teachers and learners.

• In what ways might GGQs stimulate consequent questions at
different stages in inquiries?
• In what ways might GGQs enhance personalized learning and
customization of learning programs?
• In what ways might inquiries facilitated by GGQs provide
creative insights among learners that help identify areas for
further learning?
• In
what
ways
might
digital
scaffolding
be
employed to support active engagement in dialog
around GGQs?
Given the complexity of human systems like education,
design-based research (Barab and Squire, 2004; Herrington
et al., 2011; Anderson and Shattuck, 2012) combined with
action-based research (Kemmis and McTaggart, 1998) and
“appreciative inquiry” (Cooperrider, 2016) could make a
significant contribution to informing action at school and
classroom levels. Effective practices could be distilled through
professional collaboration, formative assessment tools and
supportive professional learning environments; thereby, sharing
good practices across systems as well as within schools (Gonski

Questioning communities and smart environments have the
potential to create agile “hubs for learning” through which these
goals might be realized.
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